BRINGING
OUR BRAND
TO LIFE
Welcome to Taboola’s brand resources page. This
is where you can find and download the brand
assets you need.
Our brand guidelines are about making sure that
our brand looks and speaks the same across all
mediums. Please help us keep its spirit.
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This is our official logo.

We use a white logo on images with colorful backgrounds.
This helps our logo POP!

Sometimes we use our smiley face icon. The same rules apply.

We use a white smiley face icon on colorful or dark backgrounds.
This keeps our smile bright!

LOGO
DON'TS.

ICON
DON'TS.

Don't Reflect

Don't Distort

Don't Crowd

Don't Shade

Don't Crop

Don't Outline

T gether

Don't Encircle

Don't Write

BE
BOLD

Primary Font:

Helvetica Neue

Helvetica Neue Tn 35

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

Helvetica Neue Lt 45

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

Helvetica Neue Md 65

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

Helvetica Neue Bd 75

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

Secondary font

Arial

For presentations and emails (as a system font) we use Arial and Arial black.

THIS IS
HOW WE
WRITE IT
H1 | Be Bold

This is how we
write it
H3 | Be Clean

This is
how we
write it
H2 | Be Modern

This is a paragraph written in helvetica.
It’s perfect for reading and long copy.
It’s the standard for readability.

Paragraph | Be Clear

In titles, we don't use more
than 2 or 3 words in a row.

Align titles and logos to the
left side of the composition.

Our titles are always left
aligned.

We always adjust line height
to less than auto.

What makes a photo right for us

DIFFERENT.
AUTHENTIC.
HONEST.
1

2

3

4

What makes a photo right for us

A STORY
THAT MAKES
YOU LOOK
TWICE.
1

2

3

4

What makes a photo right for us

REAL
MOMENTS.
NO FILTERS.
1

2

3

4

What makes a photo right for us

PEOPLE
EXPLORING
THEIR PASSIONS.
1

2

3

4

OUR
COLORS
Our signature color is blue but not
because we feel blue. We want our
color palette to communicate
innovation and trust.

Dark blue
#054164

Deep blue
#004b7a

Taboola blue
#00659f

Backgrounds
Use for ppt only

Background and titles
print + web

Taboola official blue
Use for everything

Happy blue
#008acb

Sky blue
#00b5d9

Green
#54bd86

Icons and Buttons
print + web

Icons and Buttons
print + web

Icons and Buttons
print + web

System and online colors:

#e86861

#ffca0a

#00a86d

#00cb84

#66d5db

#4472c4

OUR
COLORS
The bigger the square, the more its
color should be used. Use touches
of green and sky blues to make
your design more interesting
(e.g. for buttons and icons).

It's still possible we'll see Apple release AirPower next week, as part of its big March 25 event.
For what it's worth, Taiwanese publication DigiTimes said on Friday that Apple will release
AirPower in "late March," and there is still time for more surprises before the month ends.
An AirPower release feels imminent based on all of the information out there, especially since
Apple won the trademark for the name earlier this week, but we wouldn't be surprised to see
Apple push the release date a little further out — perhaps all the way to September, when
the company typically unveils new iPhones, which support wireless charging.

PRODUCT
IMAGES
Screenshots of our products, these
are approved for public use.

Get Your Wardrobe Ready
For Summer at Macy’s
MACY’S | SPONSORED

And thankfully, I feel that there has
been more thought to the inclusion
and recognition of women on the
scene since I started playing. But we
still have a long way to go in the
music industry.
More Stories

Feed

20 Beautiful Places to Visit
TUI | SPONSORED

What Does Toyota Do with Its Used
Hybrid Batteries?

Relax, We’
CactionSo

TOYOTA | SPONSORED

EXPEDIA | SPON

Paper, Plastic or Cloth:
Which Bag is Best for
the Environment?
Which is the most earth-friendly:
paper bags, plastic bags or cloth
bags?
1 HOUR AGO | BUSINESS INSIDER

The 11 Most
History, Ac

2 HOURS AGO | C

Don’t Buy New Furniture Before You
Visit This Site
Wayfair

Adapt or Die: Can Evolution Outrun

PRODUCT
IMAGES
Screenshots of our products, these
are approved for public use.

Don’t Buy New Furniture Before You Visit
This Site
Wayfair


   

Feed

Adapt or Die: Can Evolution Outrun
Climate Change?
NBCnews

The Most Relaxing Vacation Destinations in
the World
Secret Escape

NBC News

Beyond Fetch: Fun Games You Can Play
With Your Dog
USA Today

TITLES
& COPY
GUIDELINES

DISCOVER
WHAT'S
INTERESTING
AND NEW

KEEP
EXPLORING

MOMENTS
OF NEXT

WE HELP
PEOPLE
DISCOVER
What’s interesting and new

